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Abstract 
 
Delin, S. 2005. Site-specific Nitrogen Fertilization Demand in Relation to Plant Available 
Soil Nitrogen and Water. Potential for prediction based on soil characteristics. Doctoral 
thesis. 
ISSN 1652-6880, ISBN 91-576-7005-6 
 
In precision agriculture, inputs are adjusted to the varying demand across a field in order to 
optimize net returns and avoid losses to the environment. For site-specific N application, it 
is useful to know how fertilizer N demand, plant available soil N (Np, i.e. soil N taken up 
by plants) and potential yield relate to each other and to different soil characteristics within 
a field. A 3-year field investigation was carried out on a 15-ha arable field with large soil 
texture differences in south-west Sweden, on which winter wheat and spring barley were 
grown. Variation in Np was considerable both within the field and between years but could 
only partly be explained by variations in soil organic matter, clay and elevation. Maps of 
yield, grain protein content and Np differed between years, partly due to differences in 
seasonal variation in soil moisture. Together, protein and yield maps indicated where N 
supply was sufficient and where factors other than N were limiting, which allowed the 
accuracy of the N fertilization to be evaluated retrospectively. Differences in yield response 
to N between areas with different soil texture were small when soil moisture was sufficient. 
In a dry year, yields were smaller at sandy sites, while in a wet year Np, and thereby yield, 
was lower on clayey sites. Soil moisture is related to soil electrical conductivity (SEC) and 
elevation, which are easily measured densely within the field. Therefore, these parameters 
are useful for dividing the field into zones with different risks for drought and waterlogging 
and can be used for variable N application, assuming that the season can be defined as dry, 
normal or wet at the time of fertilization. Average values in zones created from a densely 
measured variable proved to be a better alternative for many variables in this field than 
interpolation of sparsely collected soil data without respect to distinct borders.  
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Introduction 
 
Site-specific fertilization aims to match fertilizer dressings with crop requirements 
and soil nutrient contents as they vary across individual fields. Technology, such 
as global positioning systems (GPS), geographical information systems (GIS) and 
remote sensing, used for making rapid measurements of soil and crop properties, 
has made it possible to collect and analyze spatial data to make detailed yield and 
soil maps. Since fertilizer requirements are dependent on yield level and soil 
nutrient supply, such maps may constitute a basis for maps of fertilization 
requirements. This thesis deals with spatial variation in crop response to fertilizer 
nitrogen, its magnitude in different years and the causes of variation. One 
objective was to develop models for the prediction of fertilizer N demand based on 
within-field variations in plant available soil water and nitrogen. Numerous 
scientists have spent considerable time finding ways to predict the amounts of 
fertilizer nitrogen to be applied in crop production to achieve optimum yields and 
minimize losses to the environment. Why is this so important and why is it so 
difficult? 
 
Grain yield and quality 
In crop production in northern Europe, nitrogen and water are usually the major 
growth limiting factors. Of all nutrient amendments to Swedish agricultural soils, 
N fertilization has by far the greatest effects in terms of increasing crop production 
(Mengel & Kirkby, 1987). Nitrogen fertilization affects not only yield, but also the 
quality of cereals and other crops in several ways. The amount and timing of plant 
available N is crucial for the grain crude protein content (CP) in cereals (Gooding 
& Davies, 1997). The desired level depends on the final use of the product. For 
example, high CP is desired in bread wheat, but low CP in biscuit wheat and 
intermediate CP concentrations in malt barley. Too much N may lead to lodging, 
which in turn reduces grain quality due to over-moist conditions, with germination 
in the ear as a consequence. Therefore it is important for the economics of crop 
production to apply the economically optimum N rate. 
 
Environment 
Losses from the field 
Nitrogen fertilization is also an environmental issue. If fertilizer N is applied in 
excessive amounts or before heavy precipitation, it may give rise to increased 
leaching and denitrification losses (Esala & Leppanen, 1998). Some fertilizers, 
e.g. farmyard manure, may lose large amounts of N through gaseous emissions of 
ammonia during and after application, depending on spreading technique and 
weather conditions (Misselbrook et al., 2002 ).  
  
Fossil resources versus recycling 
The production of mineral nitrogen fertilizers requires large amounts of energy, 
and therefore involves consumption of fossil fuels, which also adds to the 
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greenhouse effect. However, the use of mineral fertilizers should not only be 
limited due to their energy requirements. They should be regarded as a 
complement to the N resources that already exist, i.e. plant available N from the 
soil, preceding crops and organic fertilizers, such as manure and other waste 
products. Organic fertilizers, including organic wastes from society, constitute a 
valuable source of nutrients for fertilization, but may cause eutrophication 
problems if these nutrients leach to the environment instead of being utilized in 
crop production. If all nitrogen that leaves the fields could be recycled and applied 
to the fields in such a way that it became available to the crop during growth, less 
mineral N fertilizer produced by industry would be necessary. However, some N 
will be lost thorough leaching in sewage treatment plants (Naturvårdsverket, 1997) 
or through gaseous emissions from manure and other organic wastes before they 
are applied to the soil and some N will be mineralized after the crop growing 
period and then be subject to leaching and denitrification. Human wastes are 
generally not applied to agricultural fields at all, due to problems with, or fear of, 
contamination by hazardous chemicals and pathogens. As long as these problems 
remain, we need mineral N fertilizer to complement organic fertilizers, but 
methods to economize on all N sources are essential. 
 
Challenges 
Nitrogen – a mobile element 
Nitrogen circulates between the atmosphere, the soil and living organisms, and 
many factors and processes are involved in this N turnover. Only a very small 
proportion of the N in soil is directly available to plants, mainly in the form of 
NO3

- and NH4
+ ions. As nitrogen is a very mobile element, adequate amounts of 

fertilizer must be applied in each growing season, since excess amounts will not 
remain available to any large extent for the following growth period. Nitrogen 
must also be supplied at appropriate development stages of the crop to achieve the 
desired effects on yield and quality. Early N application primarily promotes 
vegetative growth and grain yield, whereas N available later in the growing season 
mainly favours grain filling and protein production.  
 
Weather dependency 
Yield response to fertilizer N varies depending on plant available soil N (Np) and 
potential yield, which in turn depend on a number of factors. Np is here defined as 
the amount of soil N that the crop takes up during the growing season. Both yield 
formation processes and Np are very weather dependent. As weather varies 
between years and is difficult to predict, the task of predicting N fertilizer demand 
in advance is very difficult.  
 
Spatial variability 
Since fertilizer N demand, as influenced by yield level and by quality requirements 
as described above, is dependent on many factors that can vary within a field, the 
N fertilization demand may vary spatially. When several influencing factors vary 
spatially, the variation in N demand can be difficult to predict.  
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Site-specific N fertilization 
When the within-field variation in fertilizer N demand is large, uniform 
application may give rise to fertilization errors, caused by many influencing 
factors as described above, which are considerable in parts of the field, although 
the dose corresponds to the mean demand. To achieve the maximum net returns of 
added N, adequate quality and minimized losses to the environment, site-specific 
adjustment is necessary if the within-field variations are considerable. The 
development of such techniques, together with for instance better utilization of 
manures, efficient recycling of nutrients from society, the use of catch crops, etc., 
can be regarded as a measure for reducing nitrogen losses and thus protecting the 
environment. For this, models helping us to decide when and how to consider 
spatial variability are needed. In principle, traditional methods should still be valid 
when applied to smaller surface units. However, as these methods may involve 
laborious and time-consuming collection of data that is unrealistic to perform 
densely within the field, new approaches may be necessary. This thesis describes 
the magnitude of spatial variation in fertilizer N demand and factors influencing 
this within an arable field with large differences in soil texture. The sources of 
variation and potential for prediction were also investigated.  
 
 
Objectives 
 
The aims of the experiments in this thesis were to quantify spatial variation in crop 
response to fertilizer nitrogen and to identify relationships between soil 
characteristics, plant available soil N and potential grain yield. Since water is the 
most common factor limiting yield apart from nitrogen in most agricultural areas, 
relationships between yield and plant available water and related soil 
characteristics within the field were investigated. The objective was to find out 
whether such relationships could be used in models for the prediction of fertilizer 
N demand based on within-field variations in plant available soil water and 
nitrogen. As mentioned earlier, N fertilization demand is dependent on potential 
grain yield and plant available soil N. If these parameters are significantly related 
to soil characteristics within a field, the relationships could be used for estimating 
fertilization demand site-specifically. 
 
To use soil parameters site-specifically, they must first be mapped. There are 
several methods for interpolating point data into continuous data and for dividing 
fields into smaller units. Some methods for interpolation from sparsely collected 
data were compared with classification into zones in Paper I. The objectives of 
Paper II were to investigate how much net N mineralization can vary within a field 
and whether this variation can be predicted from soil parameters such as elevation, 
clay content and soil organic matter content (SOM). In Paper III, the variation in 
and relationships between yield, protein (CP) and Np within the field were 
investigated. Differences in yield and protein response to fertilizer N and the 
causes of these are presented in Paper IV.  In Paper V, the yield pattern within the 
field was compared between years with dry, intermediate and wet weather. The 
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investigation sought to establish whether zones with a risk for yield depression 
due to drought could be defined from soil characteristics connected to plant water 
supply. 
 
 
Background 
 
Precision agriculture and site-specific nitrogen fertilization 
Objectives of precision agriculture 
Precision agriculture or site-specific crop management aims at matching inputs 
and agronomic practices with soil attributes and crop requirements as they vary 
across individual fields. Such differential treatments within fields are in contrast to 
the uniform treatments that characterize current management systems. The size of 
agricultural fields has increased during the past century through fusion of smaller 
plots and removal of open ditches and other obstacles. With the larger agricultural 
units of today, it is more difficult for farmers to maintain knowledge of specific 
details concerning their fields. At the same time, the development of information 
technology opens up new possibilities to handle large amounts of information. 
Precision agriculture is a way to again divide individual fields into smaller units 
and better adjust the management to the conditions of each unit. The aims are to 
optimize yield and quality of the crop, save inputs and improve profits. More 
economical use of inputs, such as fertilizers and pesticides, may not only be 
profitable for the farmer, but may also reduce undesired losses of substances to the 
environment.  
 
Implementation 
In the USA, precision agriculture was initiated in the mid-1980s, using newly 
available technology to improve the application of fertilizers by varying rates as 
needed within fields (Robert, 2002). Since then, the concept has been adapted to a 
variety of practices and crops in many countries. However, several challenges 
limit a broader adoption, including economic, agronomic and technological 
barriers (Robert, 2002). For instance, high costs are incurred in the collection of 
required data and in the acquisition of technical devices and there is some 
uncertainty regarding whether precision agriculture leads to increased returns. 
Moore & Tyndale-Biscoe (1999) demonstrated that the potential benefits of 
applying N fertilizer at the optimum rate for each soil type in a spatially variable 
field can be positive but small and with a great variability between seasons. 
Another reason for not adopting precision agriculture is the lack of qualified 
agronomic services for support. Advisors must possess tools and knowledge to 
interpret yield and soil maps and to produce maps for variable rate application. As 
the supply of qualified agronomic services increases and costs decrease, e.g. by 
better sampling schemes and cheaper technical devices, implementation may 
increase. However, agronomic services need tools and decision support models 
adapted for precision agriculture. Examples of agricultural practices in Sweden 
implementing precision agriculture are liming according to soil maps (Gustafsson, 



1999) and N fertilization with the Yara N-sensor (Link, Panitzki & Reusch, 2002; 
Söderström et al., 2004). The latter consists of a tractor-mounted multi-spectral 
scanner allowing real-time variable N application. These practices are performed 
by contractors and do not require large investments by the farmers. A number of 
farmers also have equipment for making yield maps, but few know how to use 
them. 
 
Within-field variations in yield 
Recording differences in grain yield within individual agricultural fields using 
yield monitors on the harvester (Figure 1) was facilitated when the global 
positioning system (GPS) became available. Commercial yield mapping systems 
have been available since 1992 (Blackmore & Moore, 1999). Since then, large 
within-field variations in grain yield have been recorded in Sweden (Mattsson & 
Thylén, 1994) as well as in other countries (Machado et al., 2000; Timlin et al., 
2001; Blackmore, Godwin & Fountas, 2003). The size of the yield variation varies 
between fields from small, more or less random, variation to up to several 
thousands of kg grain ha-1, which in many cases is related to the range of soil 
texture variation (Godwin & Miller, 2003). Yield is largely dependent on soil 
moisture conditions, which in turn are correlated to soil texture (Kritz, 1983). The 
magnitude of the variation in yield may also vary between years. In fields where 
yield variation is highly influenced by differences in the incidence of drought, 
yield variation is smaller in moister years and larger in dry years. Topography also 
affects yield by its effect on soil moisture and temperature, which for example 
influence crop development, e.g. germination, tiller production and grain filling. 
Yield losses may occur on north-facing land whereas south-facing slopes increase 
biomass production (Godwin & Miller, 2003). Yields are also influenced by 
weeds, pests and diseases. Yields of wheat in Europe are reduced by almost 30% 
due to pests, diseases and weeds (Gooding & Davies, 1997), which may vary 
considerably within the field (Dalsgård Bjerre, Nistrup Jørgensen & Secher, 
1998). 
 

 
Figure 1. The different steps in producing a yield map: 1) On-the-go recording of yield and 
position during harvest, 2) data processing in geographical information system (GIS) 
software and 3) printing of a yield map. 
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In the early days of yield mapping, there was much hope that such maps could 

be used as a direct measure for e.g. fertilizer requirements within the field. 
However, yield maps vary between years and should be interpreted to identify 
causes of variation before they are used for adjusting management practices. By 
identifying low yielding areas and the reasons for limited yields, different types of 
measures can be taken. Inputs can be saved in low yielding areas by decreasing the 
fertilizer rates. On the other hand, measures such as drainage or liming may be 
needed in those areas to increase the yield.   
 
Site-specific fertilization 
Since yields vary and plant nutrient requirements depend upon yield levels 
(Mengel & Kirkby, 1987), fertilization demand should also vary. In addition, soil 
nutrient conditions can also vary within the field (Earl et al., 2003). Yield maps 
together with soil nutrient maps indicate where more or less fertilizer is needed. A 
high yield potential and low soil nutrient content indicate the need for larger 
amounts of fertilizer. Several models have been proposed based on either yield 
maps, soil maps or both, or on multivariate methods including several yield 
limiting factors instead of yield itself (Ortega et al., 1999). Another approach 
includes models based on the current nutrient status of the crop (Link, Panitzki & 
Reusch, 2002), to be used when fertilization is performed in a growing crop. The 
latter is especially interesting for N application, since the seasonal variation in N 
demand can be considerable. For P and K, fertilizer requirements are not as 
sensitive to seasonal variations. They can therefore be based on soil maps and/or 
yield maps from previous years. Variable P application that considers yield 
responses and soil P will even out differences in soil P slowly, unless much larger 
P additions than required by the crop are applied on areas with low P contents. 
Goedeken et al. (1998) simulated a 50% decrease in variability over 20 years. 
Swinton et al. (2000) could not detect any significant grain yield increase within 
the first years when they compared variable and uniform application rates of lime, 
phosphorus and potassium. Several experiments have tested P and K fertilization 
based on topography, which seems to be profitable in areas where yield potential 
is dependent on elevation (Pennock et al., 1999). Variable rate application of lime 
can be based on pH maps complemented by clay and soil organic matter (SOM) 
maps. The contents of clay and SOM, which can be considered to influence the 
cation exchange capacity of a soil, thus affect the amount of lime required to reach 
a certain target pH (Gustafsson, 1999; Viscarra Rossel & McBratney, 2000).  
 
Methods for the estimation of site-specific nitrogen fertilization demand 
Soil N analyzes – principles and applications 
Plant available soil N during the growing season can be divided into two 
components: soil mineral N (NH4

+ + NO3
-) in the root zone in early spring and N 

mineralized during the following growing season. In several countries the 
overwintering store of mineral N may be considerable and constitute a basis for N 
fertilization recommendations (Scharpf, 1977; Müller & Görlitz, 1984). However, 
this involves soil sampling, which is costly and time-consuming and is therefore 
not feasible for site-specific farming where information at many locations within 



the field is required. Several rapid techniques for the determination of soil mineral 
N exist and are reviewed by Ehsani et al. (1999). One of them, a nitrate selective 
electrode, has a fast and accurate on-the-go field unit, but requires tedious 
calibration. Another method is based on near infrared reflectance (NIR) of the soil, 
which could predict nitrate levels after field calibration. However, nitrate levels in 
spring in northern Europe are often very small in relation to the amounts of N 
mineralized later during the growing season. In addition, NIR is not directly 
affected by nitrate, but only by other related constituents. More interesting is 
perhaps that NIR in a similar way can be used to estimate plant available soil N 
during the growing season (Np) in fields with large variation in SOM content 
(Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002; Russell et al., 2002; Stenberg, Jonsson & 
Börjesson, 2004). NIR can be a better predictor of Np than SOM content 
(Figure 2) (Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002), probably because NIR may be 
affected not only by SOM content, but also by the quality of SOM, as well as by 
other soil properties that affect N mineralization. 
 

 
Figure 2. Predicted versus measured plant available soil N in a field. For the prediction, 
models calibrated on data from another field were used. The models were based on a) NIR 
spectra and b) SOM data (from Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002). 
 
Remote sensing for estimations of plant N status – principles and applications 
Remote sensing is the art of obtaining information about an object through the 
analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object under 
investigation (Lillesand & Kiefer, 2000). Remote sensing, e.g. image and spectral 
analyzes, is used in precision agriculture to map differences within fields. Image 
analysis makes it possible to map weeds (Gerhards & Christensen, 2003) and 
spectral analysis can be used to map fungal infections (Hamid Muhammed & 
Larsolle, 2003), plant density (Flowers et al., 2003), nutrient status of the crop 
(Osborne et al., 2002) and, as mentioned earlier, for the description of soil 
properties (Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002). Plant density and nutrient 
status of crops are of significant importance for fertilizer demand (Siman, 1974; 
Wood et al., 2003) and therefore spectral analysis can be used to estimate fertilizer 
N demand within the growing season. The proportions of radiation reflected, 
absorbed and transmitted at different wavelengths vary for different features, 
depending on material and condition (Lillesand & Kiefer, 2000). When a plant 
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canopy grows, the bare soil reflectance spectrum is progressively replaced by the 
reflectance spectrum of the plants. Thus, the higher the leaf density during growth, 
the lower the visible reflectance and the higher the near-infrared reflectance (NIR) 
until a saturation level is reached when the soil is completely covered by the crop 
(Guyot, 1990). In addition, N deficiency changes the reflectance pattern 
(Figure 3). As a result of insufficient N supply, the visible reflectance is increased 
due to decreasing chlorophyll content and the NIR is decreased due to decreasing 
number of cell layers (Guyot, 1990). 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of reflected light within different wavelengths for a healthy 
plant and a stressed plant, e.g. suffering from N deficiency (after Berry, 1999).  
 
Reflectance of selected wavelength bands within the visible and the near infrared 
spectrum is used in different indices to estimate biomass and N concentration and 
thereby fertilization demands (Reusch, 1997; Flowers, Weisz & Heiniger, 2003; 
Wood et al., 2003). Variable rate applications of N based on real-time assessments 
of canopy size have been successful, resulting in more efficient use of N, and 
thereby better N economy and reduced N surplus (Wood et al., 2003). The 
principle of using biomass to estimate crop N demand can be used in several 
stages of plant development at which fertilization is performed. For fertilization at 
tillering, the smaller the plant density, the more N is needed to achieve optimal 
shoot density for larger yield (Flowers, Weisz & Heiniger, 2003). At a later stage, 
however, a small biomass indicates low potential yield, and fertilization should 
therefore in principle be decreased. However, decreased biomass is often 
associated with N deficiency and in that case fertilization should be increased, as it 
is in the concept of the Yara N-sensor (Link, Panitzki & Reusch, 2002). With very 
large biomass there is a risk for lodging if too much N is applied, which motivates 
decreased N fertilization. At very small biomass, N fertilization is not considered 
to be able to compensate for N deficiency and the N fertilization at biomass lower 
than a certain value is therefore not increased any further. Reflectance data can be 
collected either with aerial photographs or with sensors mounted on a tractor. 
Sensors on the tractor provide the opportunity for on-line application directly 
during measuring, and the technique is less dependent on suitable weather 
conditions than aerial photography. 
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Mapping soil characteristics 
Soil characteristics, such as pH and contents of nutrients, clay and soil organic 
matter, may traditionally be mapped through soil sampling at various points in the 
field. To achieve data coverage of the whole field, the measured data must be 
interpolated. However, soil sampling is time-consuming and expensive and 
therefore available samples are often few and sparse, which in turn makes the 
interpolated data unreliable, especially in small fields where too few samples are 
taken to check if there is any spatial correlation between observations. There must 
be a spatial correlation between neighbouring observations to motivate an 
interpolation. Spatial correlation is described in variograms (Burrough & 
McDonnell, 1998) created from raw data prior to interpolation. The variogram is 
necessary for geostatistical interpolation methods such as kriging, whereas other 
purely mathematical methods such as inverse distance weighting are possible to 
carry out without any variogram, even though it gives good hints about what 
parameter settings to use. The variogram (Figure 4) is characterized by its nugget 
(uncertainty at short distances), sill (total semivariance) and range (distance within 
which spatial correlation exists).  
 

 
Figure 4. Schematic example of a variogram with range, nugget and sill, where γ(h) is 
semivariance and Lag(h) is the distance between sampling points.  
 
Often a large number of observations are needed for reliable estimates of 
variograms used for checking geostatistical relations prior to interpolation. 
Burrough & McDonnell (1998) suggest 50-100 samples. That is far from the 
number of soil samples that it is feasible to collect within a normal-sized field in 
most countries. Other methods for quick and cheap collection of dense data have 
therefore been tested to replace or complement traditional sampling methods. 
Variables that can be measured at great density are for instance yield, soil 
electrical conductivity (SEC), topography and crop or soil reflectance. These can 
be used for targeting sample points, improving interpolation or in some cases as a 
direct measure if correlated with the variable of interest. Interpolation can be 
improved by cokriging, which is a method of interpolating sparse spatial 
information in cases where correlated parameters are measured at greater density 
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(Kristensen and Olesen, 1997; Burrough & McDonnell, 1998). Targeted sampling 
represents a way of reducing sample size and hence costs. Various approaches 
have been proposed. Olsson, Söderström & Nissen (2003) suggest a method 
currently used in Sweden, where sample points are selected within grid cells at 
locations where a SEC map created from few sample points deviates most from a 
SEC map created from all sample points. Lesch, Strauss & Rhoades (1995) also 
use an algorithm to select appropriate calibration sites from dense SEC data, to be 
used for regression-based prediction of soil salinity. A geostatistical approach 
involves the variance quad tree (McBratney et al.,, 1999), where uniform areas are 
sampled more sparsely and areas with large variation more intensively. In image 
classification (Thomas, Taylor & Musthill, 1999), satellite images are used to 
divide the field into zones within which several subsamples are bulked together to 
get one sample representing the whole zone. Such zones can be managed 
homogeneously, and are often called management zones. These may also be 
created, for instance, on the basis of yield data (Lark & Stafford, 1997), SEC 
(Taylor et al., 2003) or both (Halekoh, Greve & Nehmdahl, 2003). Varying 
management between a few management zones instead of adjusting it to a large 
number of small grids not only requires fewer soil samples during data collection, 
but also less advanced technology for management. It should be considered 
whether to use grid information, management zones or a field average for each 
field individually, based on the degree of variation and the potential to discern a 
few homogeneous areas (Söderström, 2003). 
 
Principles of nitrogen supply and crop demand 

Principles of optimum nitrogen fertilization 
Yield responds positively to N fertilization up to a certain limit, at which some 
other factor, e.g. water, begins to limit crop growth. Too much N may reduce yield 
due to lodging or more severe fungal infections. This may result in a negative 
response at higher N levels. The effect of N on yield can be described by response 
curves expressed as mathematical functions (Figure 5) (Wood, 1980). According 
to Boyd, Yuen & Needham (1976), the response is best represented by curves with 
a sharply rising portion, a turning portion and a portion where yield changes little 
or slowly decreases. Both Sparrow (1979) and Boyd, Yuen & Needham (1976) 
found no single model to be best for all cases, but many results from fertilization 
trials were well described by two intersecting straight lines. Data presented in this 
thesis (Paper IV) were found to be best described by second and third degree 
polynomials, square root polynomials or the Mitscherlich exponential equation. 
 



 
Figure 5. Different functions describing yield response to fertilizer N (reproduced from 
Wood, 1980). 
 
Principles of net nitrogen mineralization 
Fertilizer demand is dependent on the amounts of mineral N supplied to the crop 
from the soil. The more N the soil supplies to the crop, the less fertilizer N is 
needed to reach a certain yield level. As an example, economical rates of fertilizer 
N were calculated on the basis of 39 experiments in Sweden with spring barley, to 
be reduced or increased by 0.7 kg ha-1 as soil mineral N in spring within 0-90 cm 
depth increased or decreased by 1 kg ha-1 (Mattsson, 1990). In addition to mineral 
N present in the soil at the time of fertilization in spring, N mineralized during the 
following growing season also contributes to the N supply of the crop. Net N 
mineralization is usually defined as N mineralization minus N immobilization 
(Jansson & Persson, 1982). N mineralization refers to the transformation of 
organic N to mineral N (Figure 6). The process is performed by soil 
microorganisms that utilize nitrogenous organic substances as an energy source. N 
immobilization is defined as the transformation of inorganic compounds into the 
organic state (Jansson & Persson, 1982). Soil organisms assimilate inorganic N 
compounds and transform them into organic N constituents of their biomass. 
However, there are other processes that also affect the size of the soil contribution 
of N to the plant. The inorganic N pool is increased through N fixation and 
atmospheric deposition and decreased through denitrification, ammonium fixation, 
leaching and ammonia volatilization (Figure 6). In this thesis, all these processes 
are included in the definition of net N mineralization. This reduces the chances of 
finding relationships with soil parameters, but makes N mineralization easier to 
measure and to relate to crop parameters. In this thesis, net N mineralization (Nm) 
is defined as soil N taken up by plants (Np) plus residual soil mineral N at harvest 
minus soil mineral N in spring. 
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Figure 6. The N-cycle in the soil-plant-atmosphere system, showing the forms and flows of 
N most important for the N supply to agricultural crops (pictures: Johanna Wetterlind). 
 
Principles of plant water supply 
Soil moisture holding capacity accounts for a large proportion of the yield 
variability between soil types (Moore & Tyndale-Biscoe, 1999). When yield 
response to increasing amounts of N ceases, some other factor becomes yield-
limiting. This factor is frequently water. Unless irrigation is used, potential yield is 
reached and there is no point in adding more N. The potential water supply from 
soil to crops is determined by soil texture (pore distribution), rooting depth and 
groundwater level. Soil texture affects plant available water by its influence on the 
water holding capacity of the soil. The higher the clay content, the larger the water 
holding capacity. However, a large fraction of soil water is held beyond the 
wilting point and the differences in plant available water defined as water held 
between soil moisture tensions corresponding to 1-150 metre water column (mwc) 
therefore do not differ considerably between sand and clay (Figure 7). However, 
rooting is much deeper in clayey soils (Madsen, 1979) and they therefore provide 
better water supply than coarser soils in dry weather conditions. Changes in soil 
moisture during the season are due to precipitation, evapotranspiration and 
drainage. Drainage through clay soils is generally much slower than from sand, 
due to a lower unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Hillel, 1982), unless there are 
cracks in the clay soil that allow rapid flow. This means that clayey soils can hold 
water above field capacity significantly longer than sandy soils.  
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Figure 7. Schematic description of root development and water content at (a) the beginning, 
(b) the middle and (c) the end of the growing period on soils with different texture 

eproduced from Wiklert, 1961).  (r
 
Measurements of nitrogen supply and crop demand 
The experiments presented in this thesis involve determination of optimum N 
fertilization rates, net N mineralization and plant available water. There are a 
number of methods available for the determination of each of these variables. 
Some of them are presented and discussed below. They are mainly methods for 
research purposes, allowing processes to be studied as they proceed. In practical 
agriculture, however, it is desirable to estimate the same variables in advance, 
which, as mentioned earlier, can be a difficult but important task. 
 
Estimation of optimum nitrogen fertilization  
Yield response curves for fertilizer N can be created from experiments with 
increasing amounts of fertilizer N (Wood, 1980). To create yield response curves, 
fertilization trials with several application rates and replicates are required. On this 
basis, economically optimum N fertilization can be calculated by identifying 
where the slope of the curve equals the ratio between fertilizer and grain prices 
(Figure 8). Fertilization above the optimum implies larger expenses for the extra 
fertilizer than the income it generates. Similarly, fertilization below the optimum 
also leads to missed returns from the yield increase that somewhat more fertilizer 
would have generated. Each plot in an experiment needs a net space of at least 
10 m in length if harvested with a plot combine according to current 
recommendations for field experiments in Sweden (Bergström, 1990), thus 
corresponding to about 25 m2. This leads to large areas for trials with several 
treatments and replicates, which means that measuring within-field variations in 
optimum N fertilization with this method has severe limitations. There may be 
equally large variations within and between the experimental areas, and 
consequently much of the variation found between sites will be considered 
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statistically insignificant, since variations within the areas will be regarded as 
experimental errors.  
 

 
Figure 8. A yield response curve fitted to experimental data on yield at different 
fertilization rates, where optimum N fertilization rate and corresponding yield can be 
estimated from the point where the slope of the curve equals the ratio between grain and 
fertilizer prices. 
 
Estimation of net nitrogen mineralization 
Net N mineralization (Nm) can be studied by determining mineral N accumulation 
in a soil incubated in controlled climatic chambers (Waring & Bremner, 1964; 
Stanford & Smith, 1972). This may give information about the potential 
mineralization of a soil, which may be of interest when comparing, for instance, 
the fertility of different soils. With the goal of developing rapid methods for the 
estimation of Nm under field conditions, not only incubation methods but also a 
large number of N availability indices based on chemical extraction methods have 
been developed (e.g. Fox & Piekielek, 1978; Köhler, 1983). However, for 
measuring the quantity of N mineralized in a soil during a certain period under 
field conditions, laboratory measurements are unreliable (Köhler, 1983), since 
mineralization is largely affected by conditions in the field, which cannot be 
replicated in the laboratory. Moreover, soil preparation before incubation or 
chemical extraction affects release conditions. One way to study N mineralization 
is to measure the change in soil mineral N in the rooting zone in uncropped plots 
covered with a ‘roof’ that prevents precipitation infiltrating through the soil and 
thus inhibits N leaching (Scharpf, 1977). A disadvantage with this method is that 
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the absence of precipitation and infiltration of water through the soil profile and 
the absence of a living root rhizosphere probably influences mineralization 
processes in the soil. An alternative, described by Köhler (1983) and used in this 
thesis (Paper II), is to estimate Nm from plant uptake of N in combination with 
soil-core sampling for determination of soil mineral N in the rooting zone. Plant 
uptake of soil N can be estimated by sampling plants in plots without N 
application and analysing them for the N content. Nm during the growing season 
of a certain crop can be calculated as plant uptake of soil N plus residual mineral 
N in soil at the end of N uptake of the crop, minus soil mineral N in spring. This 
method considers N mineralization not only in the topsoil but also in the subsoil as 
deep as the roots penetrate. It is assumed that Nm in unfertilized plots is equal to 
Nm in fertilized plots. This may not be quite correct, since priming effects from 
fertilizer N on mineralization have been observed (Jansson & Persson, 1982). 
Another disadvantage with this method is that root N must be estimated, as root 
sampling is laborious and uncertain. A further disadvantage is that Nm is also 
affected by processes other than mineralization and immobilization, i.e. leaching, 
denitrification, ammonium fixation and release, atmospheric deposition and 
ammonia volatilization (Figure 6). These processes must either be included in the 
definition of Nm, or estimated separately. In this thesis, the processes mentioned 
were included in the definition, since the objective was to investigate how N 
supply in the soil was affected by different factors and not how the single 
processes were influenced. This method estimates the actual N supply to plants, 
but does not give information in advance. The latter is desirable when used for 
fertilization models. Köhler (1983) tried without success to relate different 
incubation and chemical extraction methods in the laboratory to Nm measured in 
the field. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson 
(2002) found that NIR can be a reasonable predictor of Nm within a field with 
large variation in SOM and Nm. The method may be less successful in fields 
where variation in Nm is dependent on other environmental factors.  
 
Estimation of plant available water 
Plant available water (PAW) can be measured in the field or estimated with 
models. These usually rely on precipitation, evapotranspiration and soil water 
holding capacity. Maximum amount of PAW is dependent on soil water tension 
and rooting depth of the crop, which both are largely associated with texture. 
Several attempts have been made to interpret clay content and soil organic matter 
content into water holding capacity or PAW (Andersson & Wiklert, 1972; Kritz, 
1983; Riley, 1996; Berglund, Berglund & Gustafson Bjureus, 2002). Formulae 
given in such publications were used in Paper V to calculate maximum plant 
available water supply at different sites.  There are direct and indirect methods of 
measuring actual soil moisture content in the field and several ways of expressing 
the result quantitatively. The gravimetric method of measuring mass wetness 
consists of removing a sample by augering into the soil and then determining its 
moist and dry weights. This method is simple but destructive and time-consuming. 
Other methods estimate soil moisture by a calibrated relationship with some other 
measurable variable. These methods can be divided into volumetric methods 
measuring volumetric soil moisture and tensiometric methods, which give soil 



suction or water potential. Both quantities are related through the soil-water 
characteristic curve specific to each soil (Hillel, 1982). Volumetric soil moisture 
content can be measured with an impedance measuring technique using an 
instrument that responds to changes in the apparent dielectric constant (Gaskin & 
Miller, 1996). Such an instrument, the ThetaProbe (Delta-T devices Ltd., 
Figure 9), was used in the experiments presented in this thesis for reasons of its 
low cost and rapid measurements. This and other dielectric techniques, such as 
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR), estimate soil water content by measuring the 
dielectric constant, which determines the velocity of an electromagnetic wave or 
pulse through the soil. In soil, the value of the permittivity is made up of the 
relative contribution of each soil component. Since the dielectric constant of liquid 
water is much larger than that of the other soil constituents, the total permittivity 
of the soil is mainly governed by the presence of liquid water (Muñoz-Carpena, 
2004).  

 

 
Figure 9. The ThetaProbe (Delta-T devices Ltd.), a soil moisture sensor measuring 

olumetric soil moisture content using a standing wave measurement technique. v
 
 
Materials and methods 
 
Experimental site 
Field experiments were conducted in 1998-2000 at Ribbingsberg (58o06’N, 
12o51’E) in south-west Sweden on a 15-ha field (Figure 10) with large differences 
in soil texture and considerable spatial variations in grain yield in some years. The 
crop sequence from 1996 to 2000 was winter wheat-oats-winter wheat-spring 
barley-winter wheat. The climate in the region is cold-temperate and the weather 
at the experimental site during the investigation period was comparatively wet.  
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Figure 10. Location of the experimental field on a satellite image taken on 6 May 2000. 
 

The field could be divided into two areas with respect to soil texture (Figures 10 
and 11). One is dominated by sandy loams in both topsoil and subsoil (hereafter 
referred to as sandy soil) and the other by loams in the topsoil and silty clays in the 
subsoil (hereafter referred to as clayey soil). The clay content varies between 7% 
and 27% in the topsoil, with a mean of 10% within the sandy area and 23% within 
the clayey area. The SOM content in the topsoil varies between 2.5% and 4.6%, 
with a mean of 3.5%. The difference in elevation is 15 m from the highest to the 
lowest point (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Maps of clay content, soil organic matter content (SOM) and elevation. 
 

 

 
Figure 12. Photographs of soil profiles down to 75 cm depth from five sites (the intensive 
sites for measurements, see Figure 18) where A and B are sandy soils and C, D and E are 
clayey soils. The photograph of site D was taken on a different date and therefore has a 
different colour from that of C and E. The arrows indicate depth of the topsoil. 
 

The sandy soil (A and B) has a weakly developed but distinct B-horizon (upper 
subsoil) with red colouring (Figure 12). The weak development is natural 
considering that the soil constitutes a postglacial formation and is thus young, and 
the coarse material is therefore slowly weathered. The rusty patches interspersed 
with colourless parts in the clayey soil profiles indicate that they have been 
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affected by high groundwater levels. The topsoil is rather deep at site A and the 
soil organic matter content is above 1.9% down to 45 cm depth. This is probably 
due to erosion of topsoil from parts of the field that are positioned uphill from this 
site. At site B, there were quite a lot of stones and gravel, which may have 
contributed to lower water holding capacity and more shallow roots than at site A. 
Sites C, D and E appeared rather similar, although C had a higher groundwater 
level than the other two sites. 
 

The water holding capacity is larger in the clayey soil, but much of the water is 
strongly bound and not plant available. The difference in water content between 
soil water tensions corresponding to a 1 metre water column (mwc) and wilting 
point (150 mwc) is often considered the plant available fraction. This amount is 
larger in the sandy soil (Figure 13). However, considering the larger root depth 
(Figure 13) and shallower groundwater level on the clayey area of this field, the 
maximum plant available water supply is still greater in the clayey soil. 
 

 
Figure 13. Soil texture, water holding characteristics and expected maximum rooting depths 
at five sites (the intensive sites for measurements, see Figure 18) where A and B are sandy 
soils and C, D and E are clayey soils.  
 

The major difference in plant nutrient (P, K and Mg) status within the field was 
between the clayey and the sandy areas. The concentrations of plant available 
phosphorous determined as P-AL according to Egnér, Riehm & Domingo (1960) 
in the topsoil were higher in the sandy soil (Figure 14). This could be due to 
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higher amounts of SOM in the sandy soil and thereby a higher P mineralization. It 
could also be due to higher yields on the clayey area in the past (cf. Shiel, 
Mohamed & Evans, 1997), meaning that larger amounts of phosphorus may have 
been removed, but similar amounts to on the sandy area have probably been added 
with fertilizers. In the upper subsoil, P-AL values are very low on the clayey area. 
The crop roots have probably penetrated this layer densely and taken up large 
amounts of phosphorus. This has not been compensated for by fertilizer, since P is 
not very mobile and would to a large extent have largely stayed in the topsoil. 
These soil profile phenomena have also been observed in other fields in the area 
(Fredriksson & Haak, 1995). Deeper down in the subsoil, P-AL values are higher 
on the clayey area. Here the subsoil seems to be less affected by plant uptake and 
fertilization. The difference between the clayey and the sandy area in P-AL in the 
deep subsoil could be due to differences in parent material, weathering rate or 
leaching. 
 

A similar pattern can be found for K-AL as for P-AL (Figure 14), although it is 
not as evident. This could be explained by the larger mobility of K than P. 
Fertilizer K has probably moved from the topsoil to the subsoil to a larger extent, 
which to some degree may have prevented accumulation in the topsoil of the 
sandy area and depletion of the upper subsoil of the clayey area. Differences in 
specific surface area influence weathering rate and therefore differences in K 
status between the clay soil and the sandy soil may be explained by different 
degrees of weathering.  
 

Mg-AL values seem to be strongly associated with clay content, and are 
subsequently much higher on the clayey area, especially in the subsoil where the 
clay content is large (Figure 14). Mg is a common constituent of clay minerals and 
therefore the occurrence of Mg-AL, like that of K-AL, is likely to be related to 
clay due to its weathering rate. 
 

Soil pH does not differ much in the topsoil (Figure 14). However, the topsoil 
and the upper subsoil are somewhat more acid in the clayey area. In the deeper 
subsoil, pH levels are higher in the clayey soil than at the same depths in the sandy 
soil. Nutrient uptake with removal of crops and leaching may have led to 
acidification historically. A larger nutrient uptake on the clayey area may thereby 
have contributed to the smaller and opposing differences in pH between the clayey 
and sandy area in the topsoil, which originally may have had similar differences as 
in the subsoil. This could also be a result of liming. Due to higher cation exchange 
capacity in the clayey area of the field, more lime is required to raise the pH there. 
Therefore, if equal amounts of lime have been applied to the clayey and sandy 
areas, this may have led to a larger pH increase on the sandy area.  
 



 Figure 14. Three-dimensional soil maps of the experimental field showing interpolated 
values of P-, K- and Mg-status and pH(H2O) from 39 sample points (Figure 18) at five soil 
depths. 
 

The weather during the investigation period was rather wet. In 1998, May was 
quite dry followed by a summer (June-August) that was cooler and wetter than 
normal (Figure 15). In 1999, May was cool and wet, June wet and July warm. In 
2000, May was rather warm followed by cloudy and cool weather in June and July 
(Figure 15).  
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Figure 15. Monthly precipitation and mean air temperature during May-August in 1998-
2000 at the experimental field and 30-year average from Lanna Experimental Station  
 

Since all years during the investigation period (1998-2000) were rather wet, 
yield data from the drier year of 1996 were used to represent the yield situation in 
a dry year. Since no weather data were collected at the experimental field in this 
year, weather data from Lanna Experimental Station, positioned 40 km north of 
Ribbingsberg, were used (Figure 16). The temperature was slightly higher and the 
precipitation somewhat lower at Lanna in most months during the investigation 
period (Figure 17). 
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Figure 16. Monthly precipitation and mean air temperature during March-August in 1996 
and 1998-2000 at Lanna Experimental Station. 
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Figure 17. Agreement between Lanna experimental station and Ribbingsberg in monthly 
precipitation and mean air temperature during May-August in 1998-2000. 
 
Field experiments 
Investigations were performed both at five sites (A-E), hereafter referred to as 
intensive sites, representing different soil types and yield levels, and at 34 other 
sites, hereafter referred to as extensive sites. The extensive sites were 
systematically distributed within the field (Figure 18). In addition, some 
measurements, such as elevation and soil electrical conductivity, were performed 
at densely throughout the field. Weather data during the growing season were 
collected at one location in the field. 
 

 
Figure 18. The experimental field divided into one clayey area and one sandy area and with 
different experimental sites: five ‘intensive sites’ (A-E) and 34 ‘extensive sites’ for 
measurements (●).  
 

At the five intensive sites (A-E), annual field trials were conducted using seven 
treatments with increasing amounts of fertilizer N (Paper IV). The results from 
these were used to create response curves for the relationship between N 
application and crop yield and to calculate the economically optimum N 
fertilization rates. To determine the cause of differences in N fertilization demand 
within the field, a number of possible growth limiting factors (e.g. soil moisture 
content and disease incidence) as well as crop growth and N uptake during the 
growing season were recorded at these sites.  
 

At each of the 34 extensive sites within the field, areas of 60 m2 were annually 
left without fertilizer N application (so-called zero plots). In these plots, plant 
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samples were taken in order to estimate the amounts of soil N available to plants in 
each season (Papers II & III). The plots were moved slightly from year to year to 
an undisturbed position, but were still considered to represent the same sites. 
Fertilized areas of 10 m2 adjacent to the 34 unfertilized plots were harvested with a 
plot combine to determine grain yield level at each site (Paper III). The 
fertilization rates were 160 kg N ha-1 in 1998 (winter wheat), 100 kg N ha-1 in 
1999 (spring barley) and 170 kg N ha-1 in 2000 (winter wheat). The fertilizer-N 
was applied mainly as NO3-N. Soil P, K and pH status can be considered 
adequate, i.e. no need for liming or fertilization above annual crop demand 
according to Swedish standards, but Mg-values were somewhat low on the sandy 
soil according to soil analyzes from 1997 (Figure 14). The annual applications of 
P and K were approximately 20 and 50 kg ha-1, respectively.  
 
Measurements 
In order to explain variations in, and relationships between, yield, protein content 
and net N mineralization, as well as yield and protein response to fertilizer N, a 
number of variables were measured within the field during the investigation 
period. 
 
Weather data 
During the growing seasons in 1998-2000 (approximately April-September), 
precipitation, global radiation, wind speed, relative humidity and air temperature 
were recorded hourly at the experimental field (Paper V). For other periods, 
weather data from Lanna Experimental Station were used. Some weather data are 
presented in Figures 14-16.  
 
Soil texture and nutrients 
At each site, composite soil samples consisting of 15 cores were taken from the 
plough layer (0-20 cm) and 10 cores from different layers in the subsoil to 
determine soil texture and nutrient content. This is described more in detail in 
Paper I.   
 
Water holding capacity 
Undisturbed soil cores were taken from the topsoil (5-15 cm) at all sites, and from 
every 10-cm layer down to 100 cm depth at each intensive site, to determine 
volumetric soil moisture contents at different tensions. This is further described in 
Paper V.  
 
Elevation 
The surface elevation of the field was measured using GPS (Global Positioning 
System), with a local base station standing on a fixed point and kinematic 
measurements using a quad motorcycle. This is further described in Papers II and 
V. 
 



Soil electrical conductivity 
Soil electrical conductivity (SEC) was measured using an EM 38 (Geonics Ltd), 
placed on a sled pulled by a quad motorcycle at 20 m intervals over the field 
(Figure 19). This is further described in Papers I and V. 
 

 
Figure 19. The EM 38 equipment with GPS antenna used for measuring soil electrical 
conductivity (picture: Mats Söderström).  
 
Soil moisture measurements 
In the plots with standard fertilization at the intensive sites, volumetric soil 
moisture contents were measured weekly at different depths (Figure 20) during the 
growing season using a ThetaProbe (Delta-T Devices Ltd., Figure 9) (Papers IV 
and V). The groundwater level was measured repeatedly at each site using 
perforated tubes inserted vertically to one metre depth. 
 

 
Figure 20. Volumetric soil moisture contents were measured using a ThetaProbe, which was 
inserted down to different soil depths through 50 mm wide PVC pipes (picture: Anna 
Nyberg). 
 
Soil mineral nitrogen 
At all sites and in all years, soil samples were taken in early spring before the start 
of the growing season and just after harvest within the unfertilized areas for 
determination of mineral N (NH4-N and NO3-N) (Paper II). For this, 18 cores from 
the 0-30 cm soil level and 9 cores from 30-60 cm and 60-90 cm depths were 
mixed to composite samples for each area and depth. The same procedure was 
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followed in plots at the intensive sites, which received standard fertilization rates 
(Paper IV).  
 
Plant density 
The number of spring barley plants per m2 at tillering (GS 21, growth stage 
according to Zadoks, Chang & Konzak, 1974), and winter wheat tillers per m2 at 
stem elongation (GS 31) and ears per m2 at milk development (GS 71) were 
counted in two 1-m long crop row sections within each plot. The row spacing was 
used for converting the number per row metre into number per m2. 
 
Root density 
Relative root density for each intensive site at the depths 30-60 and 60-90 cm was 
estimated in 1998 and 1999 through desiccation and ocular examination of the soil 
samples taken for determining mineral N after harvest. A more thorough 
examination was performed after harvest in 2000 by digging a 1 m deep pit at each 
of the five intensive sites and counting the number of roots passing cross-sections 
of 1 cm x 100 cm at every 10-cm depth.  
 
Weeds and diseases 
The frequency of weeds and fungal diseases was observed and graded (percentage 
of straws infected by eyespot and percentage leaf area covered by leaf blotch) 
within each plot with standard N application at the intensive sites in 1998-2000 
(Paper IV).  
 
Crop growth and nitrogen accumulation in plants 
For the determination of crop dry matter production and accumulation of N in 
above-ground parts of the crop during the growing season, plant samples were 
taken repeatedly (with 3-6 week intervals) from each plot with standard N 
fertilization at the intensive sites (Paper IV).  
 
Plant available soil nitrogen 
Plant available soil N (Np) was estimated every year at both the intensive and 
extensive sites. For this, plant samples were taken at ripeness (GS 87-92) from 
plots without N fertilization and analyzed for total N (Papers II, III and IV). 
 
Yield data 
Yield was recorded with a New Holland combine equipped with yield monitor 
(RDS Ceres) and GPS equipment in 1996, 1999 and 2000. In addition, areas of 
10 m2 were harvested separately with a plot combine at each of the 34 extensive 
sites in 1998-2000 (Papers III and V). 
 
Grain quality 
Grain samples were analyzed for N, dry matter content and thousand grain 
weights. From N concentrations, crude protein content (CP) was calculated by the 
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conversion factors 6.25 for spring barley (fodder) and 5.7 for winter wheat (bread) 
(Sosulski & Imafidon, 1990) (Papers III and IV).  
 
Data evaluation 
Response curves 
The results of yield, CP, plant density and thousand grain weight were used to 
evaluate the response to N dressing. A cubic polynomial curve was fitted to the 
yield data to express yield response and to estimate the economically optimum N 
fertilization rates and their corresponding yields, by identifying the points where 
the slope of the function equalled the price ratio of grain to fertilizer (Paper IV).  
 
Net nitrogen mineralization 
The amounts of soil N available to plants were calculated on the basis of the crop 
samplings at ripeness with determination of straw and grain biomass and their N 
contents (Papers II, III and IV). It was assumed that the roots contained 25% of 
the total amount of N in the crop (Hansson, Pettersson & Paustian, 1987). Net N 
mineralization was calculated using equation 1 (Paper II): 
 
Nm = Np + Na – Ns   (equation 1) 
 
where Nm is net N mineralization, Np is total N in crop at ripeness, Na is residual 
mineral N in soil at harvest and Ns is mineral N in soil (0-90 cm) in early spring. 
 
Regression 
The relationships between net N mineralization and the soil characteristics SOM 
content, clay content and elevation were calculated by multiple linear regressions 
(Paper II). Other linear relationships, e.g. between net N mineralization, grain 
yield and grain CP (Paper III) as well as between years (Papers II and III), were 
simply shown in correlation matrices. 
 
Interpolation 
The dense elevation data, SEC data and yield data from 1996 were interpolated 
using ordinary kriging (Burrough & McDonnell, 1998) to obtain coincident data 
for the extensive areas (Papers I, II, III and V). Ordinary kriging and inverse 
distance weighting were used to produce maps for visualisation of variables 
measured only at the intensive and extensive sites (Papers II, III and V). These 
interpolated values were not used for any statistical analysis. In Paper I, the 
performance of different methods for making soil maps from data collected at the 
intensive and extensive sites was assessed. Interpolated values of clay content, soil 
organic matter content, pH(H2O), K-HCl, P-AL, K-AL and Mg-AL were 
compared with measured values for each interpolation method. Soil electrical 
conductivity (SEC) data with a distinct border between two different regions were 
used for dividing the field into two zones. Interpolations were performed both 
with and without taking this border into account. Interpolations were performed in 



the geostatistical software GS+ 5.1a (Robertson, 2000) and the GIS software 
ArcMap (ESRI). The maps were produced in ArcMap (ESRI).  
 
Soil water balances 
Precipitation and potential evapotranspiration in combination with estimated 
maximum amounts of plant available water at each site were used to calculate 
daily water balances using an USDA model (Erpenbeck, 1982) adapted to 
Swedish conditions (Paper V). Potential evapotranspiration was calculated using 
Penman-Monteith’s equation in the software Pgraph (Jansson & Claréus, 1996). 
Maximum plant available water at each site was estimated from the amount of 
water held at different tensions and crop rooting data. Rooting depths and 
effectiveness of water uptake by plants were estimated from clay content and crop 
at different sites according to Berglund, Berglund & Gustafson Bjuréus (2002). 
The water balances were then used to estimate number of days with water deficit. 
 
 
Results and discussion 
 
Within-field variations 
Plant available soil nitrogen 
The variations in plant available soil N and net N mineralization (Nm) were large 
both within the field and between years (Figure 21). Nm ranged between 40 and 
163 kg N ha-1 in 1998, 13 and 81 kg N ha-1 in 1999 and 44 and 139 kg N ha-1 in 
2000 (Paper II). The amounts of soil mineral N in the 0-90 cm layer in spring were 
small compared to Nm and Np.  
 

 
Figure 21. Maps of plant available soil N (Np = plant uptake of soil N) and net N 
mineralization (Nm = Np – soil N in early spring + soil N at harvest) in different years. 
 
Grain yield and protein content 
During the study period 1998-2000, there were within-field variations in grain 
yield (SD = 800 kg ha-1), but not as large as those in the drier year 1996 (SD = 
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1400 kg ha-1). Both yield and CP pattern varied between years (Figure 22). The 
variations in CP within the field were largest in 1999 and 2000 (Figure 22). 
 

 
Figure 22. Maps of grain yield (15% water content) and grain protein content (CP, % of 
DM) in different years. 
 
Soil moisture content 
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Figure 23. Mean volumetric soil moisture contents (m3/m3) at sites on clayey soil (sites C, 
D and E) and sandy soil (sites A and B) at 15 and 65 cm depths in 1998 (♦), 1999 (■) and 
2000 (●), porosity (---) and soil moisture content at 150 (▬) and 6 mwc (═).  
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Soil moisture contents were measured only at the five intensive sites. Since the 
main differences were between the clayey and the sandy area, the means in each 
area are presented here (Figure 23). Soil water content was sufficient at all sites 
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most of the time (Figure 21) (Papers IV and V). However, in the beginning of the 
growing season in 1998, soil moisture contents were close to wilting point (150 
mwc) in both the topsoil (15 cm) and subsoil (65 cm) in the clayey area, and 
below 6 mwc in the sandy area (Figure 23).  The winter and spring of 1999 had 
rather heavy precipitation (200 mm in January-April compared to the 30-year 
average of 120 mm). Soil moisture contents were very close to full saturation in 
the subsoil of the clayey soil during the growing season in 1999 and to some 
extent also in 2000 (Figure 23). This indicates possible oxygen deficiency for 
plants and aerobic microorganisms. 
 
Impact of clay and soil organic matter content 
Impact of clay and soil organic matter content on soil nitrogen supply 
With multiple linear regression, the within-field variability in net N mineralization 
(Nm) could only partly be explained by differences in soil organic matter (SOM) 
and clay content in the topsoil (r2adj = 0.23***). This was despite the fact that 
within-field variations in Nm were considerable (Paper II). A stronger relationship 
between SOM and Nm could be expected, since SOM constitutes the raw material 
for N mineralization. The moderate variation in SOM may be one reason for the 
weak relationship obtained. In two studies on nearby fields with larger variation in 
SOM, the correlation with SOM was better (r2 = 0.69 and r2 = 0.83, respectively) 
(Börjesson et al., 1999; Stenberg, Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002). Another possible 
explanation for the poor but significant correlation between SOM and Nm in this 
investigation could be that the properties of the SOM vary within the field, but 
then more similar patterns of Nm should have been found between the three years. 
However, N immobilization (Jansson & Persson, 1982) may have varied due to 
within-field variations in the amounts of crop residues altering the pattern of Nm 
between years. Areas with unfavourable conditions for mineralization in one year 
may also have had more organic N available for mineralization in the next year. 
This statement is supported by the fact that the average Nm for the three years 
correlated better with SOM and clay content (r2adj = 0.34***) than did annual 
Nm. In all three years the effect of clay on Nm was negative. This may be partly 
due to unavailable organic matter trapped in soil aggregates and/or poor oxygen 
supply to microorganisms due to rainy weather in all three growing seasons. 
Denitrification may also have contributed to this result. 
 
Impact of clay and soil organic matter content on yield and protein 
The influence of clay and SOM on yield and CP varied between years. In 1998, 
yield correlated positively with clay content (Paper III), which may be explained 
by the smaller incidence of fungal diseases and the better nutrient status in the 
clayey area of the field (Paper IV). In 1999, clay content had a negative influence 
on both yield and CP (Paper III). This was probably due to the limited amounts of 
plant available soil N (Np) on the clayey area in that year (Paper III), possibly as a 
result of N losses through denitrification caused by wet conditions observed on the 
clayey soil in 1999. Water saturation may also have caused oxygen deficit and 
limited growth of the crop, but yield response curves from 1999 (Figure 24) 
suggest it was mainly a question of N deficit, since yield was larger when more N 
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fertilizer was added. A strong positive relationship was observed between yield 
and Np, which suggests that N was limiting yield (Paper III). The higher levels of 
CP in the eastern, sandy and drier area of the field in 1998 and 1999 were 
probably due to large Np (Paper II) in combination with limited potential for 
further yield increases (Paper IV). Higher CP in more coarse textured areas of a 
field has also been observed by Stewart, McBratney, & Skerritt (2002). In 2000, 
yield was positively correlated to SOM, but CP was uncorrelated to either clay or 
SOM (Paper III). The higher yield in areas with larger SOM content in 2000 did 
not seem to be due to more plant available soil N, since yield and Np were 
uncorrelated. Fertilizer N favoured yield rather than CP in these areas (Paper IV). 
This may be explained by a later or slower crop development in areas rich in 
SOM, as the soil appeared moister and was therefore probably also cooler. Low 
temperature prolongs the grain filling period and thus increases yield (Spiertz, 
1974). In 2000, the field N fertilization rate (170 kg N ha-1) was larger than the 
optimum N fertilization rate at the intensive sites (Paper IV). Therefore N 
probably did not limit either yield or CP in 2000. There was no correlation with 
Np and CP levels were high (Paper III). 
 
Impact of clay and soil organic matter content on soil moisture 
The higher the clay and SOM content, the higher the water holding capacity of the 
soil (Kritz, 1983), which was also evident in this field (Paper V). The differences 
in soil moisture contents between the clayey and the sandy area were larger than 
just the difference in water holding capacity. This could be due to differences in 
hydraulic conductivity and elevation. 
 
Crop response to fertilizer nitrogen 
As illustrated in Figure 24, crop response to fertilizer N did not differ greatly 
between sites, but more between years, especially regarding grain crude protein 
content (CP) (Paper IV). All three years (1998-2000) were rather moist, and 
differences between sites due to different risks for drought obviously did not 
appear. Differences between sites could instead be related to disease incidence in 
1998 and Np in 1999 (Paper IV). Disease incidence was significantly more 
frequent at site B in 1998 and Np was significantly lower on the clayey soil (site 
C, D and E) in 1999. In accordance with other investigations (Darwinkel, 1983; 
Gooding & Davies, 1997) the positive yield response to N was due to the N effect 
on ear density and number of grains per ear in all three years (Figure 24). The 
reduction of tillers and grain site formation takes place during early stem 
formation, and the N supply at this stage therefore affects both the number of ears 
and number of grains per ear (Gooding & Davies, 1997). The number of grains 
can be reduced at a later stage, up to anthesis, and may therefore be affected by a 
later N application. In this case the N applied at early stem formation (GS 31) 
(Figure 25) seems to have been adequate also for later stages, since the number of 
grains per ear was not significantly increased by the fertilization at flag leaf 
emergence  



 
Figure 24. Yield (15% water content), protein content (% of DM), tiller density, ear density 
and thousand grain weight at different fertilizer N rates at sites A (◊), B (□), C (∆), D (●) 
and E (W) in different years.  

 

 
Figure 25. N fertilization rates applied at different growth stages in the field trials in 
different years, where GS 11 refers to seed development (first leaf unfolded), GS 21 to 
tillering (main shoot and one tiller), GS 31 to stem elongation (first node detectable) and 
GS 37 to flag leaf emergence (flag leaf just visible) (Zadoks, Cheng & Konzak, 1974). 
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(GS 37) (Figures 24 and 25). Thousand grain weight was not affected by 
fertilization (Figure 24). Thousand grain weight is known to be affected more by 
variety, weather conditions and diseases (Gooding & Davies, 1997). In 1998, the 
low thousand grain weight at site B coincided with a larger incidence of diseases, 
resulting in lower yield response at this site. In 1999, there were lower thousand 
grain weights on the clayey sites. These coincided with low CP and small amounts 
of plant available soil N. This may be due to timing of N supply to the crop. The 
largest increases in CP are obtained by applications at, and after, ear emergence 
(GS 50) (Gooding & Davies, 1997). Thousand grain weight is also increased by 
fertilization at late growth stages, especially if flag leaf senescence is delayed 
(Gooding & Davies, 1997). In 1999, all fertilizer N was applied at emergence 
(GS 11). On the sandy sites, N may have been supplied by the soil at later stages, 
whereas the crop on the clayey sites did not receive much plant available N from 
the soil at all. 
 
Economic optimum N fertilization 
The results indicate that some improvements in economic outcome would be 
possible if optimum N fertilization levels could be predicted site-specifically 
compared to the uniform application rate chosen (here called standard N 
fertilization) (Paper IV). In 1998, standard N fertilization was adequate at most 
sites, but in 1999 the clayey parts of the field would have benefited from higher 
and/or split N-fertilization rates and in 2000 the same yield and CP level could 
have been achieved at lower N-fertilization rates (Table 1). However, the 
improvements observed in this investigation were not of great significance. In a 
year with drier weather conditions, these improvements would probably be much 
larger, since yield differences in this field could be much greater in such cases. 
The effects of N fertilization on CP varied considerably and in an unforeseen way 
between sites and years. Moreover, the prediction of optimum N fertilization 
requires that plant-available soil N and yield levels can be estimated prior to N 
fertilization.  
 
Table 1. Means (SD in brackets) for N fertilization (N, kg N ha-1) and the corresponding  
grain yields (Y, Mg ha-1, 15% water content) and grain crude protein contents (CP, % of 
DM) for uniformly applied standard N fertilization rates (kg N ha-1) and optimum site-
specific N fertilization rates (kg N ha-1) in different years 
 Standard N-fertilization  Site-specific N-fertilization  
Year N Y CP N Y CP  
1998 160 7.4 9.5 (0.6) 165 (24) 7.5 10.1 (0.6) 
1999 100 4.7 9.9 (1.5) 144 (43) 5.4 9.9 (1.3) 
2000 170 5.7 12.9 (0.4) 128 (18) 5.4 12.0 (0.6) 
 
Factors affecting optimum N fertilization 
Soil nitrogen 
As mentioned earlier, in areas of the world where the amounts of soil mineral N in 
spring are large, this variable has been considered to give good estimates of the 
demand for N fertilization during the growing season (Scharpf, 1977). In the 
present investigation, however, annual measurements of within-field variations in 
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soil mineral N in spring gave poor estimates of plant available soil N (Np) (Paper 
II), possibly due to the small over-wintering amounts of mineral N compared to 
soil N taken up by plants. Net N mineralization (Nm), however, was more similar 
in size to Np, indicating that almost the entire amounts of soil N taken up by the 
crops originated from Nm during the growing season and that it is more important 
to predict Nm than soil mineral N in spring. The large within-field variations in 
Nm and Np (Paper II) and their relationship with optimum N fertilization (Paper 
IV) suggest that the optimum N fertilization rate varied with a standard deviation 
of at least 20 kg N ha-1 during the investigation period. The differences between 
sites in optimum N fertilization rates were similar, or even larger (SD = 
30 kg N ha-1). However, they were not always significant (Paper IV), which may 
be explained by the size of the trial plots, which in this case were 72 m long to fit 
24 x 3 m wide subplots. There may have been just as large within-field variations 
within the plots as between plots, which would make the variations found between 
sites insignificant, since variations within the plot would be regarded as 
experimental errors. This is probably one reason for the insignificance of the 
differences found in optimum N fertilization rates between the intensive sites 
(Paper IV), despite the large variations in Nm and yield which were determined in 
smaller plots at the extensive sites (Papers II and III).  
 
Other nutrients and pH 
Potassium, phosphorus and pH are not likely to have been limiting for yield, since 
there were normal amounts in the soil and P and K fertilizers were applied. 
However, shortage of Mg and other nutrients may have limited yield on the sandy 
part of the field at larger N fertilization rates. Maximum yields were somewhat 
lower in the sandy area than in the clayey area in 1999 (Figure 24), which could be 
a result of limited supply of Mg or other nutrients. 
 
Soil moisture 
Heavy precipitation in the beginning of 1999 led to soil moisture contents very 
close to field saturation on the clayey soil during that growing season. In that year, 
yields were lower on the clayey soil (Paper V). However, there were no consistent 
differences in yield at optimum fertilization, but more N was needed at the clayey 
sites (Paper IV). That was probably due to denitrification caused by waterlogging 
and limited oxygen supply. In the drier year of 1996, smaller yields were observed 
within the sandy area of the field with lower water holding capacity (Paper V). In 
this year water supply may have limited yield in the sandy area. In 1998 and 2000, 
with moist weather but without waterlogging, the yield response to fertilizer N 
was very similar, regardless of soil type (Paper IV). Water supply obviously never 
became a growth-limiting factor in these years. Thus, sufficient water supply may 
level out yields on soils with large differences in soil texture, if other growth 
factors are not yield-limiting.  
 
Diseases 
There were significant differences in disease incidence between sites only in one 
year (Paper IV). In 1998, leaf blotch (Drechslera tritici-repentis and Stagonospora 
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nodorum) and eyespot (Pseudocercosporella herpotrichoides) were significantly 
more frequent at site B. The smaller N content in the crop at this site indicates 
limited uptake or utilization of N. This may have been caused by the eyespot or 
leaf blotch infections at this site. This is probably the reason for the lower yield 
response and depressed CP and thousand grain weight at larger N applications at 
site B. The low CP and thousand grain weight only at larger N application rates 
(Figure 24) may be due to more severe infections there. A reduced N fertilization 
rate at this site would have saved fertilizer N, probably without any yield 
depression and possibly also with improved grain quality. However, this would 
have required prediction of the eyespot infection. A complementary or alternative 
measure in such a case would have been site-specific plant protection. 
 
Weeds 
The two intensive sites on the sandy area of the field (sites A and B) had higher 
frequencies of weeds than the other sites in all years, especially of couch grass 
(Elymus repens) at site A (Paper IV). However, no clear effect of weeds on crop 
response could be detected.  
 
Temperature and radiation 
The difference in CP response between 1998 and 2000 (Paper IV), despite the 
same crop being grown on the field, may be due to differences in both weather and 
cultivars. The lower temperature in 1998 compared to 2000 may have had an 
influence, since low temperature favours yield rather than CP (Kalinin, 1986). 
Johansson & Svensson (1998) found a positive correlation between CP in winter 
wheat and sun hours in May and June in experiments in Sweden during 1975-
1996. There were only small differences between number of sun hours during 
these months in 1998 and 2000, but considering the earlier development in 2000, 
sun hours in May may have been more important in that year, whereas sun hours 
in June may have had a larger influence in 1998. In 2000, crop development was 
much more rapid, and therefore the latest N application (GS 37) was closer in time 
to grain filling, which should have favoured CP.   
 
Methods for mapping soil variables 
In Paper I, the performance of different methods for making maps of measured 
values of  clay content, soil organic matter content (SOM), pH(H2O), K-HCl, P-
AL, K-AL and Mg-AL were assessed. According to cross-validations, where 
interpolated values were compared with measured values, averages from two 
zones divided by a distinct border (Zones) gave better prediction for most 
variables than interpolation without considering the border (IDW, OK and COK) 
(Figure 26). With the border taken into account, cokriging with SEC as a 
covariable (COKt) improved the prediction, whereas the improvements with 
ordinary kriging (OKt) and inverse distance weighting (IDWt) were insignificant 
(Figure 26). Direct interpretation of soil electrical conductivity (SEC) by a simple 
linear regression model (REG) gave rather good predictions of clay content 
(Figure 26). In general, even the simplest interpolation method improved the 
prediction compared to field average (Figure 26). For fields with distinct borders 



between different regions within the field, transformation of data may obviously 
be necessary prior to interpolation. The use of averages in such regions may 
obviously be a better alternative than interpolation of the whole field without 
respect to the regions. SEC can be used both for classification of a field into 
smaller regions and as a covariable in cokriging of a number of soil variables. 
 

 
Figure 26. Average s/RMSED-value (ratio of the standard deviation to the error of 
prediction from the ideal 1:1 line) for each variable and method for mapping where a 
s/RMSED ratio greater than one indicates that the method improved the predicted map 
compared to field average. 
 
Maps for decision support 
Yield maps and protein maps 
CP maps may indicate where N supply has been sufficient. If growing conditions 
were expected to be similar between years, indicating that historical data could be 
used to determine N fertilization demand, more N should be applied in areas with 
low CP if there is a correlation with yield, regardless of the direction (Table 2). 
When N is limiting for both yield and CP, as in 1999 in this field, CP and yield are 
likely to be positively correlated. When N only limits CP, as in 1998 in this field, 
CP and yield are instead negatively correlated. In either case, fertilization demand 
is higher in areas with low CP. If the correlation is positive, however, the mean 
rate should probably be increased and if the correlation is negative the mean rate 
should probably remain if mean CP is reasonable, or be lowered if mean CP is 
high. When there is no correlation between yield and CP, fertilization according to 
the CP map should not be recommended. Here areas with both low yield and CP 
could be identified, to find where other management measures should probably be 
adjusted. Alternatively, these areas should be fertilized with less N, since the crop 
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in those areas probably cannot utilize larger doses effectively. See further Paper 
III. 
 
Table 2. Schematic description of how the relationship between yield and crude protein 
content (CP) indicates N status in the field and what measures should be taken if the 
relation could be predicted 
Relationship between 
yield and CP 

Adequacy of N supply Measure to be taken 

Positive  
correlation 
 

N is limiting yield and CP Average N should be increased. 
More N should be applied where 
yield and CP are low. 
 

Negative correlation N is mainly limiting CP Average N supply is probably 
sufficient. 
More N should be applied where 
CP is low and less where CP is 
high. 
 

Uncorrelated CP and yield are limited by 
some other factors other 
than N 

Identify areas where both CP and 
yield are low and find out what 
factor is limiting. 

 
Soil N maps 
As mentioned earlier, the within-field variation in Np in this field was large and 
should therefore have a considerable impact on the within-field variation in 
fertilizer N demand (Paper II). However, the spatial pattern in Np varied between 
years, and can only partly be explained by stable soil parameters such as clay and 
SOM (Paper II). The pattern of Np is therefore difficult to predict with satisfactory 
precision from these parameters alone without seasonal adjustment. In other fields, 
where SOM is spatially more variable and is better correlated with Np (Stenberg, 
Jonsson & Börjesson, 2002). SOM maps may be more useful. However, this 
requires maps that are detailed enough to make a reliable interpolation. As shown 
in Paper I, the simple interpolation of sparse SOM data is not much better than a 
map of field average. However, SOM and probably also Np can be predicted by a 
method based on near infrared reflectance (NIR) of the soil (Stenberg, Jonsson & 
Börjesson, 2002). Online measurements of NIR would provide the possibility to 
achieve dense data, which would be interesting in fields with larger variations in 
SOM. If not used by itself, it could be complementary to measurements of crop N 
status with spectrometers, such as the Yara N-sensor. However, this requires split 
N application. In Sweden, split N application is currently common in most crops 
in areas with large precipitation and high risk for N losses, but in drier areas it is 
more restricted to winter crops and potatoes. 
 
Maps of risk for drought and waterlogging 
Soil electrical conductivity (SEC) was well correlated with clay content, which is 
known to strongly affect the water holding capacity of a soil (Andersson and 
Wiklert, 1972). SEC is also directly affected by actual soil moisture content in the 
field (McNeil, 1980), and may therefore be a fairly good estimator of within-field 
variations in water holding capacity. Elevation influences drainage and 



groundwater level and thereby soil moisture content. Areas with lower elevation 
are likely to be wetter and hills may be drier than could be expected from their soil 
texture. The relationships between SEC and yield, as well as between elevation 
and yield in different years (Figure 27), indicate that areas with high values of 
SEC and low elevation were subject to waterlogging in wet years and areas with 
high elevation and those with low SEC were subject to drought in dry years (Paper 
V). Therefore, SEC and elevation may be used to divide the field into zones with 
different risks of drought and waterlogging (Paper V). The drought risk map could 
be implemented in practical agriculture for variable N fertilization within the field. 
However, this requires that a certain year can be classified as wet, dry or 
intermediate prior to fertilization, which will be difficult unless the fertilization is 
split and there is an application later in the growing season when the grower 
knows more about the weather in the year in question. In dry years, less N is 
motivated in the zones with a risk of drought, since optimum yields would be 
depressed by water limitation. In wet years, more N and/or split applications are 
needed to achieve high yields in zones with a risk of waterlogging, due to reduced 
soil N mineralization (Stanford & Epstein, 1974) and increased risks of N losses 
through gaseous emissions and leaching (Stevenson & Cole, 1999). However, the 
risk of leaching may also justify a low input of N in such areas. SEC and elevation 
would also be useful in other arable fields where drought and/or waterlogging 
affect potential yield. An advantage with SEC and elevation is that they can be 
sampled densely at a reasonable cost. If yield data are available, they could be 
used to check relationships with SEC and elevation.  
 

 
Figure 27. Grain yields in 1996, 1999 and 2000 versus soil electrical conductivity (SEC) 
and topography at the 39 sites. 
 
Management zones 
As shown in Paper I, even if interpolation of most variables yielded improvements 
compared to field averages, within this particular field with its distinct borders 
between different regions, the use of averages in each region was a better 
alternative for most variables than interpolation of the whole field without respect 
to the borders. Dividing the field into management zones can also have other 
advantages compared to using grid data. For instance, it requires less complicated 
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equipment for application of inputs, and only the most important variation is 
accounted for. Management zones can be defined by multivariate classification 
based on data with great spatial density. As described above, management zones 
classified with respect to different risks of drought and waterlogging could be 
based on SEC, elevation and grain yield, whereas it appears possible to classify 
management zones based on differences in soil N supply on the basis of NIR data. 
Consequently, it may be possible to identify zones based on both different risks 
for drought and soil N supply by multivariate classification from all these 
variables (SEC, elevation, grain yield and NIR). 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Potential for site-specific N fertilization 
The spatial variation in plant available soil N (Np) (Paper II) and in yield in years 
with varying soil moisture conditions (Paper V) indicates that there is a potential 
for site-specific N management of this field. Site-specific N fertilization in the 
field studied may improve yields or reduce fertilizer N doses (Paper IV).  
 
Potential to predict site-specific fertilizer N demand 
Plant available soil N (Np) and net N mineralization (Nm) were significantly 
correlated to SOM and clay in this field. However, the correlation was too weak in 
this field to use these variables for prediction of Nm or Np.  
 

Soil electrical conductivity (SEC) and elevation were able to explain yield 
depression caused by both drought and waterlogging. SEC and elevation would 
therefore be applicable for classification of the field into risk zones for drought 
and waterlogging, useful in site-specific N fertilization (Paper V). However, one 
major restriction is that at the time of fertilizer application, the farmer generally 
does not know what the weather will be like in the future. This will always be a 
restriction for N fertilization unless there are great improvements in weather 
forecasting or unless irrigation is used. There should still be greater potential for 
improvements in yield returns and the ability to achieve the desired protein content 
if each zone is treated separately. 
 

Protein and yield maps together revealed how N demand varied spatially in 
relation to fertilizer N applied (Paper III). They could thereby be used to analyze 
where more or less N should have been applied to optimize returns. However, the 
maps of yield and protein varied between years, and historical information may 
not be valid from one year to the next.  
 

Np and grain yield can evidently vary widely from year to year, due to various 
unforeseen conditions. Within-field variations in fertilizer N demand are not only 
affected by Np and plant available soil moisture, but also by diseases and other 
growth limiting factors (Paper IV). 
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Potential to map soil parameters 
Interpolated maps from sparsely sampled soil variables had smaller errors than 
field averages in this field, but larger errors than averages within each of two 
zones, unless the borders between the zones were considered in the interpolation 
(Paper I).  
 

The potential to relate easily measured variables with great spatial density, such 
as SEC, to the risk for drought and waterlogging, and perhaps in the future also to 
dense NIR measurements that can be related to Np, provides the opportunity to 
divide fields into management zones (Paper V). 
 
Future research  
On the basis of the knowledge presented in this thesis, indicating that plant 
available soil N, potential yield and thereby N fertilization demand vary 
considerably within fields, attention should be directed to research on how to 
predict these variables. The results of this thesis indicate that these variations to 
some extent connected to within-field variations in plant available soil moisture 
and soil organic matter. It is also shown that the effects are difficult to predict due 
to dependence on unforeseen weather conditions. Methods for prediction should 
therefore involve seasonal adjustments, which for instance could be based on 
measurements of the current status of the crop, recent weather data or weather 
forecasts. Research could perhaps focus on how soil and plant data should be 
combined for more accurate estimation of fertilizer N requirements. For example, 
N-sensor data on current N status in the crop could be complemented by soil NIR 
data on expected net N mineralization during the rest of the growing season. 
 

Conventional soil analysis can be very expensive and time-consuming, and 
therefore samples are taken comparatively sparsely, which leads to soil maps with 
low spatial resolution or large uncertainty. Future research should therefore focus 
on how to achieve more detailed spatial resolution. This would require measuring 
equipment with the potential for dense measurements at low cost to be developed 
and tested. Some success in this area has already been achieved, regarding e.g. soil 
electrical conductivity (SEC) and near infrared reflectance (NIR) measurements, 
but much work remains before such measurements are both readily made and 
easily interpreted for site-specific measures. For example, the usefulness of SEC 
to create management zones needs further evaluation. 
 

Even though interpolated maps may have less error than field averages, they 
may not always be much more correct than a map divided into zones. 
Comparisons of different methods for creating management zones versus 
continuous maps with regard to error and cost could provide a basis for future 
sampling and management strategies. 
 

This thesis and other research in the area deal mostly with fertilization using 
mineral fertilizers. However, knowledge about spatial variations in fertilizer 
demand is relevant both for conventional farmers using mineral fertilizers and for 
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organic farmers using only organic fertilizers. Even though it may already seem 
difficult to achieve high precision in dosage and timing of organic fertilizers, there 
may be greater motivation for organic farmers to optimize fertilization in this way, 
since the supply of organic fertilizers is usually restricted.  
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